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Base Price

$409,990 2 Beds | 2 Baths | 2 Garage

About This Plan
This single level home with optional second floor is exactly what you've been looking for! From the gracious foyer to

the functional mudroom, you're going to love every inch. Let's begin with the heart of the home, the kitchen. This

kitchen offers an incredible amount of countertop and cabinet space, along with an expansive island and double

door pantry. The light filled breakfast area is perfect for a casual meal and for more formal occasions, the elegant

dining room with butler's pantry makes entertaining a breeze. The centrally located great room is the ideal spot for

gathering with friends and family. Your owner's suite is tucked away in the corner of your home for privacy and

includes two walk-in closets and a sumptuous bath with linen closet, separate tub and seated shower, dual vanities

and private water closet. Prefer an oversized shower? You can choose that! Looking for a sitting room? It's yours.

The den, at the front of your home is perfect as a home office, or quiet retreat. There's a generous storage space for

easy access to things like holiday decorations, luggage, off season sports gear and more. A secondary bedroom

with adjacent hall bath completes this level and if you need more, we have choices! Add a second floor and get an

entertainment room, additional attic storage or a bedroom and another full bath. Don't need a den? Choose an…

additional first floor bedroom. Want to bring the outdoors in? Add a lanai and/or deck with two sided fireplace. Just

want a ...

About This Community
This single level home with optional second floor is exactly what you've been looking for! From the gracious foyer to

the functional mudroom, you're going to love every inch. Let's begin with the heart of the home, the kitchen. This

kitchen offers an incredible amount of countertop and cabinet space, along with an expansive island and double

door pantry. The light filled breakfast area is perfect for a casual meal and for more formal occasions, the elegant

dining room with butler's pantry makes entertaining a breeze. The centrally located great room is the ideal spot for

gathering with friends and family. Your owner's suite is tucked away in the corner of your home for privacy and

includes two walk-in closets and a sumptuous bath with linen closet, separate tub and seated shower, dual vanities

and private water closet. Prefer an oversized shower? You can choose that! Looking for a sitting room? It's yours.

The den, at the front of your home is perfect as a home office, or quiet retreat. There's a generous storage space for

easy access to things like holiday decorations, luggage, off season sports gear and more. A secondary bedroom

with adjacent hall bath completes this level and if you need more, we have choices! Add a second floor and get an

…
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